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Summary

This paper presents the results of an in vivo study of the antitumor effect of hydrogen-rich water in hamsters with experimental myeloid tumors. Hydrogen-rich EVOdrop water (HEW) with a molecular hydrogen (H₂) concentration of 1.2 ppm, pH=7.3, and oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) of (-390 mV) as basic parameters were obtained with the EVObooster apparatus. The myeloid tumor was implanted subcutaneously on the back of Golden Syrian hamsters used for the experiment. The effect of HEW on biometric parameters of tumor growth, namely 18 hematological parameters and some hematological biomarkers (indices) was evaluated. The blood sera from experimental and control animals were analyzed using the Non-equilibrium energy spectrum (NES) and the Differential non-equilibrium energy spectrum (DNES) spectral methods. The results showed a protective antitumor effect of HEW seen by a decrease in tumor uptake rate, a decrease in mortality, an increase in survival time, a normalizing effect on hematological parameters and biomarkers (N/LR, WBC/LR, PLT/LR), and an increase in energy between water molecules in blood serum in hamsters with experimental myeloid tumor. The results show that HEW has anticancer potential that could be used with conventional chemotherapeutics to develop new treatment strategies as well as cancer prevention.
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INTRODUCTION

Cellular redox (oxidation-reduction) homeostasis is associated with aging processes and various diseases such as hypertension, neurodegenerative diseases, atherosclerosis, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, reproductive system diseases, and oncological diseases(1). With an increase in the level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or oxidants, there is a deviation from the redox balance, whereby the cell cannot have a stable antioxidant defense(2). Cytoplasmic pH and hydrogen transport influence cell growth and tumorigenesis. Protons (H⁺) and molecular hydrogen (H₂) are involved in several different processes(3). The studies proved the anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidative, and anti-tumor effects of molecular hydrogen (H₂) (4). The role of H₂ and H⁺ in oxidative stress outlines the potential anticancer activity of this endogenous ion and different types of H₂ donors(3).

The hydrogen (H⁺) and hydroxyl (OH⁻) ions play a critical role in the cells for biological processes(5). Cells maintain intracellular pH (pH) in a narrow range (7.1–7.2) by controlling membrane
proton pumps and transporters whose activity is determined by intra-cytoplasmic pH sensors. The transport of protons (H+) through the plasma membrane is a key process for maintaining the pH value. For cancer cells, the extracellular pH is 6.7-7.1 while the cytoplasmic pH is greater than 7.4(3,6). Mitochondrial function is related to the transfer of hydrogen (H+) ions across its inner membrane and the formation of a charged layer of H+ ions in the cytosol around mitochondria. The actual electric potential of the fully functional mitochondria evaluated from the transfer of H+ ions is about −140 mV, and that of the dysfunctional mitochondria is about −70 mV(7).

Molecular hydrogen (H2) is administered in practice by inhalation as a gas(8,9), orally, dissolved in water as hydrogen-rich water (HRW)(10-12), and intravenously, as a hydrogen-rich saline solution(13,14). Hydrogen-rich water has antioxidant properties against hydroxyl radicals (·OH)(15,16).

The active species of HRW are hydrogen molecules and atoms. H2 can penetrate cell membranes and reach subcellular components to protect nuclear and mitochondrial DNA(3). In cellular processes, the following reactions with H2 and H+ is valid(3):

\[ 2H^+ + 2e^- \leftrightarrow H_2. \]

Increased intracellular Ca2+ and changes in H+ transport are critical for tumor development and metastasis. The acid–base balance is controlled by a different approach in cancer cells than in normal cells(12). Carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) of biological reactions oxidizes CO, and electrons are released. As a result of this reaction, coupled hydrogenase reduces the released electrons to H2(17). HRW has antioxidant properties against hydroxyl radicals of hydrogen(18,19).

Hydrogen-rich water can be produced by placing a metal magnesium rod in drinking water where the following chemical reaction occurs(15):

\[ Mg + 2H_2O \rightarrow Mg(OH)_2 + H_2. \]

HRW can also be produced using the Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM)(20). We used EVO booster with PEM and additional activation to enrich water with hydrogen in our research(12).

The present study aimed to investigate the effects of hydrogen-rich EVOdrop water (HEW) as a potential antitumor agent in an experimental tumor model system in vivo, by evaluating tumor growth parameters, hematological parameters, indices, and hydrogen bonding parameters between water molecules in blood serum through spectral analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation and characterization of Hydrogen-rich EVOdrop water (HEW)

Hydrogen-rich EVOdrop water was prepared by electrolysis of deionized water using EVO booster apparatus with a Proton exchange membrane (Figure 1). Hydrogen EVOdrop water (HEW) is enriched with hydrogen molecules in a concentration of 1.2 ppm (Figure 2).

Deionized water was obtained by filtering tap water on a TOB-DBW-SYS-10L/H device with parameters of 99.99% desalination and electrical conductivity of 3µS.cm-1.

Effect of oral administration of HEW on hamsters with experimental myeloid tumor

Experimental animals

Golden Syrian hamsters weighing 80-100 g, two months old, and from both sexes were used for the experiments. The Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Breeding Facility, Kostinbrod, Bulgaria, supplied the hamsters. After a 7-day acclimatization period in the vivarium of the Institute of Experimental Morphology, Pathology, and Anthropology with Museum, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (IEMPAM-BAS), the animals were randomly assigned to plastic cages and reared with free access to chow pellets and water with 12 hour light/dark cycles. All procedures were carried out in accordance with the national regulation № 20/01.11.2012 regarding laboratory animals and animal welfare and European directive 2010/63/ EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 September 2010 on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes.

Experimental Myeloid tumor model

Graffi’s virus-induced(21,22) myeloid tumor in newborn hamsters was adapted and maintained in sexually mature hamsters at the IEMPAM-BAS (Toshkova, 1995)(23). The tumor was maintained monthly in vivo by subcutaneous (s.c.) inoculation of 10⁶ viable tumor cells. In the present experiment, tumor transplantability was achieved by s.c. inoculation of 2x10⁵ viable tumor cells into the interscapular area of the animals(24,25). This amount of cells ensures 100% occurrence of tumor and inevitable 100% animal mortality as established in our previous studies(23-27).

Experimental design

All animal experiments were approved by the Animal Experiments Ethics Committee of IEMPAM-BAS.

The experimental animals were randomly divided into three groups (n =8 in Group 1 and Group 2, n=3 in Group 3) and treated as follows: (1) Group 1 - Tumor-bearing hamsters (TBH) drinking Hydrogen-rich EVOdrop water (HEW) ad libitum; (2) Group 2 - TBH drinking deionized water (positive control, DW) and (3) Group 3 - healthy hamsters without tumor drinking deionized water (negative control). Five days later, myeloid tumor cells were aseptically obtained from tumor pieces, suspended in PBS, and 2x10⁴ cells/200 µl PBS were injected s.c. into the dorsal region of each hamster from Groups 1 and 2. In experimental Groups 1 and 2, hamsters drank HEW and DW, respectively, starting 5 days before myeloid tumor cell engraftment and continuing for 25 days after tumor cell inoculation: Fresh HEW and DW water were prepared daily, and the oxidation redox potential (ORP) of HEW was -405 mV < ORP < -390 mV.

On day 25 of the experiment, three hamsters from each group were randomly selected regardless of gender for analysis of hematological parameters, biomarkers, and spectral analysis of blood sera. Tumor growth parameters were determined in the remaining five hamsters of Group 1 and Group 2.

Protective effect - Evaluation of biometric parameters

The efficacy of HEW therapy was assessed by measuring the tumor growth parameters(16,20). Tumor appearance (transplantability) in hamsters was recorded daily by skin palpation at the injection site. Tumor size (mm) was measured at regular intervals until day 30, using a digital caliper in two perpendicular dimensions. Survival and mortality rates were expressed as percentages. Mean survival time was also determined. Tumor parameters of experimental hamsters were compared with those of controls.

Evaluation of hematological parameters and biomarkers

Hamsters were euthanized after administration of general anesthesia, and peripheral blood
was collected from the jugular vein on day 25 after tumor transplantation.

A portion (2.0 ml) of peripheral blood was collected in a vacutainer containing anticoagulant and analyzed using an automatic hematology analyzer (BC-2800 Vet machine blood cell analyzer, Mindray, China). The serum was separated from a portion of the blood after the blood had clotted. The clot was removed by centrifugation, and the serum (supernatant) was carefully removed using a Pasteur pipette.

Hematometric biomarkers/indexes reflecting the quantitative ratio of neutrophils and lymphocytes (N/LR), leukocytes and lymphocytes (WBC/LR), and platelets/lymphocytes (PLT/LR) were calculated (28-31).

Evaluation of physicochemical parameters of blood serum from control and experimental hamsters by spectral methods NES and DNES

NES and DNES Spectral Analyses

The methods of Non-equilibrium Energy Spectrum (NES) and Differential Non-equilibrium Energy Spectrum (DNES) for the measurement of hydrogen bond energy distribution were applied to research serums from hamsters. The device invented by A. Antonov (32-34) for spectral analysis with NES and DNES methods is based on an optical principle (35,36).

The energy (E) of hydrogen O...H-bonds among H₂O molecules in the water sample is measured in eV. The function f(E) is called the spectrum of distribution according to energies. The energy spectrum of water is characterized by a non-equilibrium process of water droplets evaporation and this is a non-equilibrium energy spectrum (NES) and is measured in eV. DNES is defined as the difference

\[ \Delta f(E) = f(\text{sample of water}) - f(\text{control sample of water}) \]

where \( f(*) \) denotes the evaluated energy (32-37).

Statistical analysis of the NES and average hydrogen bond energies was performed with the Mann-Whitney U test at \( p < 0.05 \) due to the experimental and control samples’ deviation from the normal distribution. According to the established practice, the reported results include the medians of the compared samples (groups), the value of the calculated U statistics, the p-value, and the acceptance (\( H_0 \)) or rejection (\( H_1 \)) of the null hypothesis (38).

The null hypothesis \( H_0 \) is formulated as follows: the two samples are from the same general population. Alternative \( H_1 \) is the opposite. The SPSS package was used for the evaluation.

Ethical aspects

All experiments were performed following the European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental and other Scientific Purposes (OJ L 222) and approved by the national regulation No. 20/01.11.2012 regarding laboratory animals and animal welfare of the National Veterinary Service, Bulgaria.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Parameters of hydrogen-rich EVOdrop water (HEW)

HEW was prepared for this research by electrolysis of deionized water (DW) and had the following parameters: concentration of hydrogen molecules was 1.2 ppm (Figure 2); the oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) has changed from +260 mV in DW before electrolysis to −390 mV after 30 minutes of electrolysis (indicating an intensification of the reducing power), the pH evolved within a narrow physiological range of approximately 7.0 to 7.3.

Effect of oral administration of HEW on tumor-related parameters

This tumor model had 100% transplantability, 100% mortality, and a lack of spontaneous regression. Typically, after 7 to 15 days of inoculation, tumors develop as a solid subcutaneous mass approximately 5 mm in diameter, which usually grows to about 5-6 cm in diameter and causes the death of hamsters on days 30 to 35.
In the present experiments, tumor appearance was daily recorded by skin palpation on the hamster’s back at the injection site from day 7 after the beginning of the experiment until the day the tumor was detected in all animals. The data are shown in Figure 3.

In the hamsters from positive control Group 2 (receiving DW), the tumors grew to a mean size of $20.8 \pm 3.3$ mm, while in the hamsters of Group 1 (drinking HEW) the tumors reached a mean size of $16.7 \pm 4.7$ mm on day 30. The graph illustrates that in both groups the tumor progressively increased. The mean tumor size in Group 1 receiving HEW was smaller, which can be explained by the therapeutic effect of the HEW used. The photographs shown in Figure 5 support the obtained metric data.

In Group 1 of hamsters receiving HEW, tumors were palpable between days 15 and 22. In the positive control group of hamsters (Group 2) receiving DW, tumors appeared between days 13 and 16. Tumor compaction (tumor 1-2 mm) was measured at regular intervals until day 30 after myeloid tumor cell transplantation, and the average data are presented in Figure 4.

In the hamsters from positive control Group 2 (receiving DW), the tumors grew to a mean size of $20.8 \pm 3.3$ mm, while in the hamsters of Group 1 (drinking HEW) the tumors reached a mean size of $16.7 \pm 4.7$ mm on day 30. The graph illustrates that in both groups the tumor progressively increased. The mean tumor size in Group 1 receiving HEW was smaller, which can be explained by the therapeutic effect of the HEW used. The photographs shown in Figure 5 support the obtained metric data.

Mortality data for the two experimental groups are presented in Figure 6. There was lower mortality in Group 1, hamsters drinking HEW compared to positive control hamsters receiving DW (Group 2). In Group 2,
100% mortality was observed by day 40 after myeloid tumor cell transplantation. In Group 1, mortality was 20% at day 40 and increased to 100% at day 57. The 17-day difference in mortality rate indicates an effect of HEW.

A higher mean overall survival time (OS) was found for Group 1, with a 46.4±8.1 days compared with 35.0±4.1 days in positive control Group 2 (Figure 7).

The Kaplan-Meier Long-rank test shows a statistically significant difference (p<0.05).

From Table 1 it can be seen 3-fold higher platelet values in Group 2 (hamsters, drinking DW) compared with those in Group 1 (hamsters drinking HEW) as well as in the group of healthy hamsters (Group 3). Statistically significant differences were found between WBC, PLT, PDW, and PCT blood parameters values of hamsters from Group 1 and Group 2, represented by asterisks. The difference in means for three of these indicators is high: 99% (0.01**) and for one it is 95% (0.05*).

To evaluate the impact of various antitumor drugs and therapeutic regimens applied in cancer treatment, various parameters related to tumor occurrence and development, survival, mortality, changes in hematological indices, etc. are most commonly measured. Total WBC (white blood cell) count, neutrophil count, and lymphocyte count can be statistically significant predictors of 5-year survival (or mortality) in individuals with malignancy(29), while higher platelet concentration increases the risk of lethal thromboses(40).

In our experiments, the WBC/LR, N/LR, and PLT/LR indices(36) with Hydrogen-rich water (HRW) of type Hydrogen-rich EVOdrop water (HEW) were monitored and data are presented in Figure 9.

It could be seen that the WBC/LR index of Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3 had values of 10.5, 12.0, and 10.8, respectively. A similar correlation was found for the N/LR index, which in Group 2 had a value of 10.9, and in hamsters of Group 1 and Group 3, similar values were established (9.3 and 9.0). The same relationship was found also for the PLT/LR index, with the highest value of 40.4 in Group 2, which was about 3.5 times higher than values in Group 1 and Group 2, respectively (12.4 and 12.3) (Figure 9). It is noteworthy, however, that the values of all three indices in hamsters from Group 1 and Group 3 (healthy hamsters) were approximately the same. This fact can be explained by the normalizing effect of HEW on blood parameters during tumor progression.

Thus, also in clinical practice, some primary hematometric indices like N/LR, WBC/LR, and PLT/LR are used as diagnostic and prognostic tools in patients with cancer and leukemia(28-30). For example, the quantitative neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio – N/LR index is important for predicting higher survival of cancer patients. N/LR values ≤ 2.0 have been associated with higher sur-
vival for breast cancer patients, and N/LR ≥ 5.0 has been associated with lower survival for patients with breast cancer, gastric cancer, etc. (41). In recent years, new results have been reported for WBc/lr (31), plt/lr (29), and N/lr (42).

The biological effects of hydrogen-rich water with concentrations of 0.08-1.5 ppm have been described (44, 45). Feeding mice with H₂-water (0.08-1.5 ppm [w/w] H₂) significantly reduced the loss of dopaminergic neurons in this chemically-induced mouse (44). Hydrogen-rich water administered to improve mood, anxiety, and autonomic nerve function in everyday life had an H₂ concentration of 0.08-1.5 ppm (45).

Effect of HEW on blood serum hydrogen bonds energy distribution investigated with NES and DINES spectral methods

The Non-equilibrium Energy Spectrum (NES) of 5 blood serum samples from each group: experimental myeloid tumor-bearing hamsters receiving Hydrogen EVOdrop water - HEW (Group 1), myeloid tumor-bearing hamsters receiving deionized water - DW (Group 2), and healthy hamsters without tumor (Group 3) is shown in Figure 10.
Non-equilibrium Energy Spectrum (NES) and Differential Non-equilibrium Energy Spectrum (DNES)

The comparison between the Non-equilibrium Energy Spectrum (NES) of the control MT-DW and the healthy animals in Group 3 (Figure 10) shows a general shift of hydrogen bond energy distribution towards lower levels. It is markedly expressed as depletion of (-E) at 0.1387, 0.1362, 0.1237, 0.1212, 0.1137, and 0.1037 eV levels as well as the appearance of (-E) at 0.1162 and 0.1037 eV ones in the lower half of the spectrum due to the myeloid tumor. Thus, statistically significant differences between these NES are observed at 9 out of 15 energy levels.

On the other hand, the comparison between the NES of the experimental MT-HEW and the healthy group (Figure 10) demonstrates the effect of hydrogen-rich water consumption as an absence of the lowest at E= -0.1037 eV or (λ=9.63 µm; ν= 1038 cm⁻¹) energy level as well as less depletion of the at E=0.1087 (λ= 11.41µm; ν= 877 cm⁻¹) and -0.1137 eV ones. Moreover, the highest measured at E=0.1387 eV or (λ=8.95 µm; ν=1119 cm⁻¹) level shifts from statistically significant depletion in the case of the MT-DW control group into an absence of statistically significant difference. In general, differences between the MT-HEW and healthy NES are observed below at E=0.1287 eV or (λ= 9.63 µm; ν= 1038 cm⁻¹), thus pointing to a stabilizing effect of hydrogen-rich water consumption on hydrogen bonds energy distribution (there are statistically significant differences at 5 out of 14 energy levels).

It should be pointed out that the -0.1162 eV energy level, not being populated in the control group, becomes equally populated in both experimental groups. That is why it could be considered a myeloid tumor diagnostic marker in hamsters.

The comparison between the NES of both MT groups (Figure 10) shows a tendency towards a greater population of the hydrogen bonds energy levels in the upper half of the spectrum due to hydrogen-rich water consumption. Along these lines, statistical analysis was performed on the average hydrogen bond energy of all samples calculated with their corresponding NES. The results are shown in Table 2.

These findings clearly demonstrate that the average hydrogen bond energy in the MT-DW control group is lower than that in the healthy group, while that of the MT-HEW group is higher. And, the comparison of both experimental groups confirms a markedly higher average hydrogen bond energy in the hydrogen-rich water-consuming group than that in the deionized water-consum-
suming one. Consequently, the consumption of hydrogen-rich water appears as an active factor to counteract the lowering of average hydrogen bond energy in the blood serum due to myeloid tumor development.

**DISCUSSION**

The study conducted in 2012 compared groups of oncology patients and healthy individuals. The results showed significant differences in energy levels related to hydrogen bonds in the blood serum of these two groups. The energy levels were measured in millielectronvolts (meV), with oncology patients having E=-1.6 meV and healthy individuals having a result of E=-9.1 meV (p < 0.05)(46).

Furthermore, our previously published study also looked at hamsters with myeloid tumors, comparing them to healthy hamsters. Statistically significant differences were observed in energy levels (-E)=0.0937; 0.1187; 0.1212; 0.1337; 0.1387 eV(39). Additionally, there were observations regarding the effects of hydrogen-rich water (HRW) consumption on hydrogen bond energy distribution. Specifically, consumption of hydrogen-rich water appeared to stabilize the energy distribution of hydrogen bonds, with statistically significant differences observed at 5 out of 14 energy levels(47).

The spectral results and parameters suggest that hydrogen-rich water may have preventative applications(48,49). The results of the effects of HRW on patients with chemotherapy were published. Results demonstrated that hydrogen-rich water (HRW) could mitigate oxaliplatin-induced hyperalgesia. HRW reduces microbial diversity while altering the gut microbiota structure. It restores the balance of inflammatory cytokines and oxidative stress. HRW decreases the expression of LPS and TLR4(49,50). There are effects against thioacetamide-induced cholangiofibrosis(51) and ovarian cancer(52).

Our research shows that the anti-inflammatory effects of hydrogen-rich water are primarily associated with the peak at E=-0.1212 eV(39). The same peak was observed in the medical drugs for diabetes(53). The findings indicate that consuming hydrogen-rich water (HRW) effectively reduces elevated levels of glucose and total cholesterol(54,55).

**CONCLUSIONS**

The following conclusions can be drawn from the application of HEW obtained with the EVODrop booster as an antitumor agent.

1. Daily HEW ingestion for 25 days after tumor cell transplantation resulted in a protective antitumor effect in the experimental hamsters that was expressed by:
   - An extension of the latency period and a decrease in the tumor uptake rate (transplantability) (Figure 3),
   - A reduction in the tumor growth rate (Figure 4 and Figure 5),
   - An increase in the average (Figures 6 and 7) and individual (Figure 8) survival of hamsters with experimental myeloid tumor.

2. Statistically significant results were obtained for the normalizing effect on PLT and WBC blood values and on hematological indices- N/LR, WBC/LR, PLT/LR.

3. Statistically significant results were obtained with NES and DNES spectral methods, showing an increase in energy between water
molecules in the blood serum of hamsters with myeloid tumor drinking HEW.

4. The positive effects observed in hamsters with experimental myeloid tumor may be explained by a therapeutic antitumor effect of HEW.
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Sažetak

UČINCI VODE OBOGAĆENE VODIKOM NA HRČKE S EKSPERIMENTALNIM MIJELOIDNIM TUMOROM

R. Toshkova, N. Neshev, I. Ignatov, F. Huether, A.I. Ignatov, I. Angushev

U radu su prikazani rezultati in vivo istraživanja antitumorskog učinka vode obogaćene vodikom na modelu hrčka s miješnijom tumornom. U eksperimentu je korištena voda obogaćena molekularnim vodikom (H₂) u koncentraciji od 1.2 ppm, pH=7.3, s oksidacijsko-reduksijskim potencijalom od -90 mV dobivena elektrolizom deionizirane vode pomoću uređaja EVObooster. Suspenzija stanica miješnijnog tumora injicirana je subkutano u područje leđa hrčaka koji su nasumično svrstani u dvije skupine: 1) skupina u kojoj su hrčci pili vodu obogaćenu vodikom (HEW); 2) skupina u kojoj su hrčci pili deioniziranu vodu (DW); dok su 3) skupina zdrave životinje (kontrola). 25. dan nakon inokulacije miješnijnog tumora žrtvovane su po tri životinje za procjenu učinka HEW na biometrijske parametre rasta tumora i 18 hematoloških parametara. Ostale životinje su ostavljene za praćenje veličine i brzine rasta tumora te ukupnog preživljenja. Serumi životinja analizirani su i spektralnim metodama neravnotežnog energetskog spektra (NES) i diferencijalnog neravnotežnog energetskog spektra (DNES). Rezultati su pokazali antitumorski učinak vode obogaćene vodikom kroz smanjenje stope rasta tumora, produljene pričvršćenja i normalizacije hematoloških parametara. 30. dan eksperimenta prosječna veličina tumora u skupini HEW je 16.7±4.7 mm, u usporedbi s 20.8±3.3 mm u skupini DW. Ukupna smrtnost životinja postignuta je 40. dan eksperimenta u skupini DW te 57. dan u skupini HEW. Dobiveni su statistički značajni rezultati učinka vode obogaćene vodikom na normalizaciju vrijednosti limfoćita i trombocita u krvi te hematoloških indeksa (PLT/LR). Spektralnim metodama utvrđeno je statistički značajno povećanje energije između molekula vode u serumu hrčaka s miješnijom tumornom koji su pili HEW. Možemo zaključiti da voda obogaćena vodikom ima antikancerogeni potencijal koji bi se mogao koristiti s konvencionalnim kemoterapeuticima za razvoj novih strategija liječenja, kao i za prevenciju raka.

KLJUČNE RIJEČI: voda obogaćena vodikom, miješnji tumor, krvi parametri, NES i DES spektralne analize